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M-Tech®.  For the benefits along process chain.
Shims and metal foil tapes for the tolerance compensation

Dear Sir or Madame,

Many thanks for your basic interest in our products. Please find enclosed some documentation and
samples.

In addition to our general capability of lasering materials, stamping with CNC (nibbling) and stamping
very thin materials by conventional means too, MARTIN® concentrates on the special field of
“tolerance compensation with metal shims”.

There are 6 strong arguments for using metallic shims:

1. Your machining and processing costs are reduced, because the tolerance of components
does not have to be so precise when you manufacture fitted parts.
- You reduce the expense and effort required to manufacture the component.
- You can solve the problem of sum tolerance subsequently by simply inserting shims. In this
way, several connecting points can be constructed with larger tolerances.
- By doing so, you simplify mechanical processing or avoid it altogether.

2. Your processing times are reduced, because the compensation elements are on hand
when you assemble the components.
- You do not have to transport the component to a stationary machine.
- You do not have to pay consideration to machine capacity restrictions because the
component is available on time.
- When manufacturing or setting tolerances, you are independent of the location in both the
OEM and MRO areas.
- You do not have to classify any components by fit tolerance in advance. In addition to this,
you achieve the manual assembly result quicker with the right shims than without.

3. Handling advantages are produced because you can select the material structure of the
shim to match your adjustment task. This means that you can work with a suitable
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combination of thicker and thinner shim elements which are connected to one another.
Flexible problem solutions are possible in this way, without having to search for ages to find
the right shim.

4. Your repair costs are reduced, because you can prepare for them very well both logistically
and in terms of handling: allocate ONE defined shim unit in accordance with your drawing to
ONE connection joint, in which you can also define the structures of the shims with a view
towards possible demands. The confusion in regards of the thickness of the shim elements
can be also avoided. In this way, there are no more waiting times for Maintenance, Repair
and Operations (MRO) due to unforeseen fitting problems.

5. Stock control is simplified by the use of laminated shims. One single laminated shim can
replace numbers of solid shims by means of thickness variation. The highly flexible M-Tech®L
solution reduces the searching process, facilitate the stock inventory control and avoid the
assembly standstill.

6. Cash flow is improved after the 5 measures mentioned above.
As consequences;

- Costs of investment in machines will be reduced.
- Time and effort for logistics, purchase and production planning will be decreased.
- Payment process will be accelerated through the reduced lead times.

In general, the “Martin®’s shim system” is so flexible that it is very easy to comply with customers’
requirements and specifications. In addition to the economical advantages and the optimized lead
time, this also produces a tendency to increase user’s motivation.

We will be pleased to be at your disposal for the further information.

Yours sincerely,

Georg Martin GmbH

Christoph Martin

Member of the management


